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Executive Summary
Roads and Maritime Services (RMS) is proposing to upgrade Mona Vale Road between McCarrs Creek Road at Terrey
Hills and Powder Works Road at Ingleside. RMS engaged Kelleher Nightingale Consulting Pty Ltd (KNC) to undertake
Aboriginal cultural heritage constraints mapping and archaeological survey of the corridor, between Terrey Hills and
Ingleside, to identify any potential Aboriginal heritage constraints.
Survey and assessment found two Aboriginal archaeological sites, MVRW 1 and AHIMS site 45-6-1228, within the
study area. The concept design has taken these sites into consideration and RMS has advised that the proposed works
will avoid impacting the archaeological sites. Any future design of this section of road should consider the location of
these archaeological sites.
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Introduction

Roads and Maritime Services (RMS) is proposing to upgrade Mona Vale Road between McCarrs Creek Road, Terrey
Hills and Powder Works Road, Ingleside. The study area was therefore largely confined to within approximately
30 metres of the northern and southern margins of Mona Vale Road, widening in some parts around significant
landform features or bends.
Kelleher Nightingale Consulting Pty Ltd (KNC) was engaged by RMS to undertake Aboriginal cultural heritage
constraints mapping and archaeological survey of the Mona Vale Road upgrade corridor between Terrey Hills and
Ingleside – study area (Figure 1).
This study was written in accordance with the Office of Environment and Heritage (OEH) Code of Practice for
Archaeological Investigation of Aboriginal Objects in New South Wales (DECCW 2010). The Aboriginal cultural heritage
constraints mapping and archaeological survey report complies with the RMS Procedure for Aboriginal Cultural
Heritage Consultation and Investigation.

1.1 Summary of Findings
Two Aboriginal archaeological sites (MVRW 1 and 45-6-1228) were identified within the study area. No other
Aboriginal archaeological sites were identified within the study area.
RMS has advised that the concept road design will avoiding impacting the identified archaeological sites.

2

Project Description

Mona Vale Road is a key route serving the Northern Beaches and northern suburbs. In 2009, RMS prepared the Mona
Vale to Macquarie Park Corridor Strategy, which set out a 25 year framework for the management of the corridor. One
of the short term priorities identified in the corridor strategy was to address current congestion on Mona Vale Road,
by enhancing the capacity and efficiency of the section. Road safety is also a key concern for Mona Vale Road.
The proposed upgrade of the stretch between McCarrs Creek Road at Terrey Hills and Powder Works Road at Ingleside
is part of a larger program of upgrade works for Mona Vale Road to improve traffic capacity and efficiency and
improve road safety.
Key features of the proposed upgrade include:


Widening Mona Vale Road between McCarrs Creek Road and Powder Works Road from two lanes to four
lanes with a central concrete safety barrier



Providing 2.5 metre wide shoulders along the length of Mona Vale Road between McCarrs Creek Road and
Powder Works Road to allow a safer area for breakdowns and on-road cyclists



Widening the intersection of Kimbriki Road and Mona Vale Road to replace the existing intersection with
new traffic lights and signalised pedestrian crossings. High retaining walls on the southern side of Mona Vale
Road will be needed to widen the intersection



Widening Mona Vale Road to the west of Kimbriki Road to provide a westbound truck climbing lane



Widening and upgrading the intersection of Mona Vale Road and Tumburra Street to improve safety. The
upgrade will provide a new underpass connecting Tumburra Street with Mona Vale Road. Westbound
through traffic on Mona Vale Road will travel over the intersection



Closing traffic access to Mona Vale Road from Addison Road. The existing intersection would be gated to
provide an alternate exit from Addison Road in the event of a bush fire or other emergency. A new road
joining Addison Road and Tumburra Street would be provided to allow access to Mona Vale Road



Providing a utility corridor for electricity, gas and other cables away from Mona Vale Road parallel to the
local road network



Providing a multi-use path (for use by pedestrians, cyclists and recreational horse riders) along the length of
the project to connect Ingleside to Terrey Hills. The path would generally follow the alignment of the
proposed new utility corridor.
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Figure 1. Study area location
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Aboriginal Stakeholder Consultation

RMS has developed the Procedure for Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Consultation and Investigation (PACHCI) to provide
a consistent means of effective consultation with Aboriginal communities regarding activities which may impact on
Aboriginal cultural heritage and a consistent assessment process for RMS activities across NSW. In accordance with the
PACHCI, the early stages of RMS projects involve consultation with Local Aboriginal Land Councils and registered
Native Title Claimants.
The project has been conducted in consultation with the Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC). The
MLALC was contacted by RMS Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Advisor Barry Gunther at the commencement of the project
to discuss the future road upgrade and invite participation in the site inspection.
The site inspection was arranged with the MLALC for 23 May 2011. Kevin Telford from the MLALC participated in the
survey. The MLALC have provided a report to RMS in accordance with the PACHCI (Appendix A).
Changes to the concept design resulted in the proposed works exceeding the previous survey area. An additional
archaeological survey was undertaken with Lee Davison from the MLALC on 6 May 2015 to assess these additional
areas.
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Review of Previous Archaeological Investigations

4.1 Aboriginal Heritage Information Management System (AHIMS) Search
The Aboriginal Heritage Information Management System (AHIMS) is a database operated by OEH and regulated
under section 90(Q) of the National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974. AHIMS contains information and records related to
registered Aboriginal archaeological sites (Aboriginal objects, as defined under the Act) and declared Aboriginal places
(as defined under the Act) in NSW.
A search of AHIMS was conducted on 24 August 2015 to identify registered (known) Aboriginal sites within or adjacent
to study area. The search results are contained in Appendix B. The AHIMS database search was conducted within the
following coordinates (GDA, Zone 56):
Eastings:
Northings:
Buffer:

334700 to 340000E
6269900 to 6272900N
0 metres (the search coordinates included a buffer around the study area)

The AHIMS search results showed:
40

Aboriginal sites are recorded in or near the study area

0

Aboriginal places have been declared in or near the above location

The spatial distribution of registered Aboriginal sites within these coordinates is shown on Figure 2. The frequency of
site types within the AHIMS database search area are summarised in the table below.
Table 1. Frequency of site types from OEH AHIMS database search
Site Context
Open

Closed

Site Type
Rock Engraving
Axe Grinding Groove
Axe Grinding Groove, Rock Engraving
Axe Grinding Groove, Water Hole/Well
Shelter with Art
Total

Number
33
2
2
1
1
39

Frequency
84.62%
5.13%
5.13%
2.56%
2.56%
100%

Note: site 45-6-1229 is listed on AHIMS as not being an Aboriginal site and is not included in Table 2 or Figure 2

Two sites (AHIMS: 45-6-0100 and 45-6-1228) were listed on the AHIMS database as being located within the study
area. Site 45-6-1617 was listed within ten metres of the project area boundary.

4.2 Other heritage registers and database searches
Other sources of information including heritage registers and lists were also searched for known Aboriginal heritage in
the vicinity of the study area. These included:

Pittwater Local Environment Plan 2014

Warringah Local Environment Plan 2011

Roads and Maritime Services Heritage and Conservation Register

Transport for NSW Heritage and conservation register

Sydney Water Heritage Register

State Heritage Register and State Heritage Inventory

Commonwealth Heritage List

National Heritage List

Australian Heritage Places Inventory

Historic Heritage Information Management System (HHIMS).
The study area incorporates a portion of the Ku-ring-gai Chase National Park which, along with Lion, Long and
Spectacle Island Nature Reserves, is a listed place on the National Heritage List. The presence of Aboriginal sites is
noted in the listing and forms a key component of the National Park’s value to the community. The location of the
heritage listed park in relation to the study area is shown on Figure 2. The listing states that:
Extensive evidence of Aboriginal use and occupation occurs in the place, with over 800 sites or locations with physical evidence
of Aboriginal use recorded. Shell middens along the foreshore are the most common type of evidence recorded. Other
evidence includes rock engravings and paintings, grinding grooves, stone arrangements, burials and occupation sites. No
systematic survey has been undertaken across the park, and it is likely that additional sites occur within the park.

The archaeological survey included the portion of Ku-ring-gai Chase National Park that falls within the project area. No
Aboriginal objects were identified in the portion of Ku-ring-gai Chase National Park that falls within the project area.
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Figure 2. AHIMS site locations and heritage listed items
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4.3 Department of Main Roads (DMR) Mona Vale Road Concept Plan
RMS provided KNC with an early plan of a strategic design for Mona Vale Road developed by the then Department of
Main Roads (DMR) dating to sometime before 1970. A number of Aboriginal sites were marked onto that plan, many
of them simply dots, while others were dots accompanied by brief information such as ‘Aboriginal Carvings’.
Three of the Aboriginal sites indicated on the DMR plan, ‘Aboriginal Carvings “Whale Rock”’, ‘Aboriginal Carvings
“Snake”’ and ‘Aboriginal Carvings “Cow and Old Man with Hat”’, were located within the study area (Figure 3).
‘Whale Rock’, originally recorded by Campbell, was registered on the AHIMS database (AHIMS # 45-6-1228). The
carving depiction of a snake was located in the same area a snake engraving recorded by Campbell and registered in
the AHIMS database (AHIMS # 45-6-0100). Although not depicted in the same location, the snake engraving shown on
the DMR map and 45-6-0100 were likely to be the same site. The third engraving on the DMR map within the study
area, ‘Cow and Old Man with Hat’ was likely to be a site registered in the AHIMS database as 45-6-0101, with the
supplied coordinates placing the site 165 metres north east of the study area. However, the DMR plan placed the site
approximately 500 metres south west of that location, and within the study area.

4.4 Previous Archaeological Investigations
A number of other sites were located in the immediate vicinity of the project (Figure 3). Many of the engraving sites
along Mona Vale Road and in the vicinity were recorded by surveyor W.D. Campbell and subsequently published in his
Memoirs of the Geological Survey of New South Wales in 1899. In 1954 F.D. McCarthy published ‘Records of the Rock
Engravings of the Sydney District’ in Mankind, which revisited sites recorded by Campbell and provided additional
information on the earlier recordings.
One engraving recorded by Campbell, ‘Whale Rock’, was located within the study area (AHIMS # 45-6-1228). The site
appears in Campbell’s 1899 publication, with the description as follows:
‘This remarkable figure is probably a shark, and it has a wide and smooth groove; near the underside of the shark
is the figure of a man flourishing a waddy; a curious protuberance is shown below his uplifted arm; a few feet
away is a portion of a wallaby; the rest of it has been weathered away.’ (Campbell 1899:32).

McCarthy’s recording of the site added a further four figures to Campbell’s description:
‘The additional figures, all incomplete, comprise (1-2) two indeterminate objects; (3) a small man; and (4) a larger
man 5 ft. high. The latter is at the head of the whale, and he has a horizontal bar above his penis.’ (McCarthy
1954:16).

A later visit to the site by Koettig (1981) noted that figures 1-3 of McCarthy’s recording were not visible, with figure
four being very clear. The update of the site card also notes that only McCarthy’s figure four is visible.
At a separate location, an engraving of a snake recorded by Campbell was registered on AHIMS approximately
60 metres north of Mona Vale Road and 30 metres north of the study area (45-6-0100). It was recorded as being
incomplete due to blistering of the sandstone at one end. The dimensions of the engraving were not recorded.
The snake engraving was described by Campbell as being approximately six metres north of the original Lane Cove
Road easement, a much shorter distance from the road boundary than the presently listed location of the site in the
AHIMS database. Another source of information on the location of that site was the pre-1970 DMR plan, which
indicated the existence of an Aboriginal snake engraving approximately ten metres north of Mona Vale Road and
350 metres east of the AHIMS database location of 45-6-0100 (see Figure 3). The snake engraving indicated on the
DMR plan and the snake engraving recorded by Campbell may be the same site.
Therefore, there were three sources of information on the location of site 45-6-0100. Firstly, the AHIMS coordinates,
secondly the original description by Campbell (1899) and thirdly the DMR plan. An attempt to ascertain whether the
site was located within the study area was part of the survey methodology for the field survey for the project.
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Figure 3. AHIMS data and Aboriginal sites marked on the pre-1970 DMR plan
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Another site recorded by Campbell (1899) was an engraving of a male figure registered on AHIMS as 45-6-0101.
Campbell’s description of the engraving reports that a number of unsympathetic additions had been made to the site
by the son of a local landowner. Campbell describes the engraving as:
‘A small figure of a man. Mr Jones, who formerly lived there, informed the Writer that certain embellishments,
cocked hat, & cow, that had been made with a pick, were done by one of his sons in mischief.’

Although Campbell briefly described the additions made by the landowner’s son, he does not include them on his plan
of the engraving.
The AHIMS coordinates for the site placed it approximately 165 metres north east of the study area. Approximately
500 metres south west of that location, and within the study area, the DMR plan noted the existence of ‘Aboriginal
Carving: Cow and Old Man with Hat’. The engraving indicated on the DMR plan and the modified engraving recorded
by Campbell may be the same site, although they are plotted in different locations.
No reference was included with the DMR plan to indicate why the site was plotted in that location. No reference was
attached to the AHIMS site card explaining why the site was registered with those coordinates. Additionally, the
location of the site based on Campbell’s original recording could not be determined and was not relocated during the
current investigation.
An archaeological investigation of a study area very similar to the current one was conducted by Koettig in 1981. The
study was part of an earlier proposal to widen/duplicate Mona Vale Road. As part of that study, Koettig had access to
the same pre-1970 DMR plan as the current study. Koettig identified one previously unrecorded Aboriginal site in the
vicinity of the current study area. The site consisted of a weathered engraving of a female motif, measuring
1.25 metres long and 0.5 metres at its widest point. The site was recorded approximately 80 metres north of Mona
Vale Road. It is registered on AHIMS as site 45-6-1617.
Koettig was unable to relocate the snake engraving depicted on the pre-1970 DMR plan. She suggested that the
recorded location of the site was incorrect, although she also noted that the area in which the site was depicted had
been heavily disturbed by road construction (Koettig 1981:7).
An Aboriginal heritage assessment for an upgrade of a portion of Mona Vale Road stretching between Addison Road
and Ingleside Road was conducted by Oakley (1998). Oakley’s survey included walking both sides of Mona Vale Road
within 30 metres of the road centreline. That distance would have included a large portion of the current study area
west of Addison Road. No Aboriginal sites were identified by Oakley.
An archaeological survey for a proposed gas pipeline from the intersection of Forest Way and Mona Vale Road to
Beaconsfield Street, Newport was conducted in 1995 by Navin Officer. From Forest Way to Ingleside the proposed
pipeline route bordered Mona Vale Road and included large sections of the current study area.
The background research for the report included reference to sites 45-6-1228 (‘Whale Rock’), 45-6-1617, 45-6-0100
(‘Snake’) and 45-6-0101 (‘Cow and Old Man with Hat) (Navin Officer 1995:16). The field survey included large portions
of the current study area (Navin Officer 1995: Figures 4a and 4b).
Sites 45-6-1228 and 45-6-1617 were both re-located by Navin Officer (1995:21). Sites 45-6-0100 and 45-6-0101 were
not re-located, with Navin Officer noting for both sites that they were not located where the AHIMS coordinates
placed them and that their current location and status were not known. No previously unregistered sites were
recorded by Navin Officer (1995) within the current study area.
Several other Aboriginal archaeological surveys have taken place in the vicinity of and sometimes overlapping the
study area (Byrne 1984; Corkill 1990; Koettig 1992 and 1993; Oakley 1993). Gunn (1992) surveyed sample areas of
Garigal National Park, including portions of the study area. The study of Garigal National Park aimed to re-locate
Aboriginal sites registered on the AHIMS database, as well as identify previously un-recorded sites. No sites were
identified by Gunn within the current study area.
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Landscape Context

The study area was located in the north east of the Hornsby plateau on Hawkesbury Sandstone geology. The colluvial
landscape of Hawkesbury sandstone consisted of narrow ridgelines with moderate to precipitous slopes, rolling hills
and narrow valleys. Fluvial landscapes include the Deep Creek fluvium, which is characterised by shallow rolling slopes
surrounded by the steep slopes of Hawkesbury Sandstone.
The vegetation associated with those landscapes typically consisted of Red Bloodwood, two types of Stringybark,
Peppermint, Smooth-barked Apple, native myrtle and banksia. Most of these species are visible in the study area.
Ferns, tree ferns and Xanthorrhoea (grass tree) were present on slopes. Dense undergrowth and thickets of regrowth
were also present, primarily to the south of Mona Vale Road.
The study area was located across a ridge landform context which forms a watershed between the McCarrs Creek
catchment to the north and Deep Creek catchment to the south. The gradient into McCarrs Creek was generally less
than the steep to precipitous slopes on the southern side of Mona Vale Road.
Archaeologically, shelters are most likely to occur on the break in slope, which tend to be outside the study area (to
the north and south east); while engraving sites associated with open rock platforms occur on the ridge line within the
study area.

6

Regional Character

Rock engravings were by far the most predominant recorded site type within and in the vicinity of the study area.
Those engravings generally occurred across exposed sandstone platforms in ridge crest and slope contexts. During a
study of recorded Aboriginal sites within the Garigal National Park, Gunn (1992:19) noted that 66% of engraving sites
occurred on ridge tops and 33% in upper slope contexts.
Shelter sites also occurred in the vicinity (outside) of the study area. Natural shelter formations occur in Hawkesbury
Sandstone where overhangs have formed on ridge slopes, or beneath large exposed rock outcrops in ridge crest
contexts. Archaeological investigations have demonstrated that shelters were utilised for a variety of different
purposes. Remaining evidence of those activities might include stone artefacts, shell midden material, pigment art,
stencils and engravings.
Recorded open artefact sites were rare in the region. Often the steeper terrain associated with the large ridge lines in
the area would either preclude frequent or lengthy activities that would result in the deposition of large quantities of
stone artefacts, as well as the probable low level of survivability of archaeological deposit in steep, sandy contexts.
Archaeological deposit survivability would be higher in shelter floor deposits and across wide, gently sloping / flat
ridge crests.

7

Site Predictions

Based on information from previous archaeological investigations, landscape context and regional character, the most
likely site types to occur within the study area would be:
Engraving sites. Have the potential to occur on suitable outcrops of sandstone in both ridge crest and slope contexts.
Shelter sites. Are likely to occur where suitable overhangs have formed in the local sandstone bedrock. Overhangs
were more likely to occur on the steeper slopes of a ridgeline, but may also form beneath outcrops in flat to gently
sloping crest contexts.
Grinding groove sites. Have the potential to occur where there are suitable outcrops of bedrock and access to flowing
or standing water. That could include areas where standing water would gather on larger outcrops in ridge crest
contexts.
Open artefact scatters / isolated finds. Surface artefacts were likely to be visible in areas with high surface visibility
and exposure. The likelihood of identifying surface artefacts within the study area was low, based on the generally
steep terrain, limited access to water sources and thick vegetation with low surface visibility.

9
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Sampling Strategy

The aim of the archaeological survey was to conduct a full coverage survey of the study area on foot and identify
Aboriginal sites. The study area was divided into thirteen survey units (Figure 4). Eleven of these were arbitrarily
delineated in the field during the initial survey whilst survey units 12 and 13 encompassed areas where concept design
changes had exceeded the original survey units. Due to the relatively narrow and linear nature of the survey units, it
was generally possible for the survey team to conduct one transect through each unit. Where this was not possible
multiple transects were required to provide full coverage.
Based on the archaeological background and landform context of the study area, the survey team closely inspected
any area of exposed sandstone for engraving or shelter sites. Other areas closely inspected were soil exposures to
inspect for stone artefacts and large old growth trees for evidence of Aboriginal bark removal.

9

Field Methods

The initial archaeological survey consisted of a team of four to five people working over three days in May 2011. The
survey team comprised Kevin Telford (MLALC), Kylie McDonald (KNC), Mark Rawson (KNC), Josh Symons (KNC) and
Matthew Kelleher (KNC). Changes to the concept design resulted in the proposed works exceeding the previous survey
area. An additional archaeological survey was undertaken by Lee Davison (MLALC) and Mark Rawson (KNC) on 6 May
2015 to assess these areas.
All survey units were inspected by pedestrian survey.
The study area was located across ridge, slope and gully landforms. Terrain conditions tended to be either flat to
gently sloping or steep to very steep. Vegetation generally comprised dense regrowth scrub with occasional larger
trees.
The survey team was equipped with maps showing the boundaries of the study area and the location of previously
identified sites. Most of the maps were printed on aerial background, with some maps printed onto topographic
background.
All GPS recordings were made using the Geocentric Datum of Australia (GDA) coordinate system.
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Figure 4. Survey units
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10 Survey Results
Two Aboriginal archaeological sites were identified within the study area by the survey. Site MVRW 1 was previously
unknown whilst site 45-6-1228 (Whale Rock) had been previously registered on AHIMS.
The survey revisited previously registered site 45-6-1617 (Tumble-down-dick) in order to confirm the site’s location in
relation to the study area boundary. The site was relocated and confirmed to be located outside the study area.
Full descriptions of sites assessed during the archaeological survey are outlined below.
Other sites indicated on a pre-1970 DMR plan of Mona Vale Road were not found within the future road upgrade
boundary. These sites include a snake engraving (AHIMS: 45-6-0100) and the engraved ‘cow and old man with hat’
(AHIMS: 45-6-0101). For clarity, descriptions of these sites are outlined in Sections 10.4 and 10.5.
Summary
MVRW 1 (engraved circle)
45-6-1228 (Whale Rock)
45-6-1617 (Tumble-down-dick)
45-6-0100 (snake engraving)
45-6-0101 (cow and old man with hat)

In Study Area
In Study Area
Outside Study Area
Outside of Study Area/not valid
Outside of Study Area/not valid

10.1 MVRW 1
Coordinates:
Site MVRW 1 comprised a single rock engraving located approximately 60 metres north west of the intersection of
Mona Vale Road and Addison Road. The engraving consisted of a ground oval measuring 18.5 x 10.5 cm that was
situated close to the edge of a narrow sandstone bench.
Table 2. Site MVRW 1 engraving characteristics
Motif

L (mm)

W (mm)

Notes

Oval

185

105

Engraving appears relatively clear and is unaffected by encroaching vegetation on
sandstone platform

Photos:

Plate 1. Location of site MVRW 1

Plate 2. Detail of engraving at site MVRW 1
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10.2 AHIMS Site # 45-6-1617
Name on Register:

‘Tumble-down-dick’

Coordinates:
Site 45-6-1617 comprised a single rock engraving of a female figure recorded by Koettig in 1981. The site was recorded
in a gully in the lower, eastern portion of a ridge slope, called Tumbledown Dick Hill. The site was located 80 m north
of Mona Vale Road and roughly opposite the intersection of Mona Vale Road and Kimbriki Road. The site was
relocated by the survey team during the current study on a north facing sandstone rock platform.
While the original site card description was verified, the engraving was found to be in a different location to that
indicated by the coordinates registered on the AHIMS database. The site was approximately 75 m further to the north
east. The site was relocated using the accurate description from the original recording (Koettig 1981). The survey team
recorded a new GPS reading for the site, which has been forwarded to the AHIMS register as additional information
for attachment to the original site card. The site is situated outside the current study area.
The site was located on the eastern side of a gully landform context at the base of Tumbledown Dick Hill. The gully
headwaters were located immediately upslope on the northern boundary of Mona Vale Road. The site overlooked the
st
northerly flowing headwaters of Wirreanda Creek, a 1 order tributary of McCarrs Creek, which drains into Pittwater,
approximately 5 km to the north east.
There were extensive district views from the site north over the Wirreanda / McCarrs Creek valley, as well as distant
hills and ridges of the Ku-Ring-Gai Chase National Park.
Surrounding vegetation included dense regrowth Casuarina scrub further upslope nearer to the power line easement
and Mona Vale Road. Downslope and to the east of the site was relatively undisturbed dry sclerophyll bushland
dominated by Scribbly Gum eucalypts. There were stunted shrubs and moss patches across the rock platform.
The area of rock exposure where the site was recorded measured approximately 22 m east-west and 5 m north-south.
The engraving was identified within the western half of the rock outcrop, on a flat surface immediately west of a water
seepage channel that has stained the rock surface. The water seepage emanated from moss further upslope.
Condition of the engraving was poor, having faded considerably since its original recording. It could only be identified
from the 1981 site card photograph which showed its position in relation to the seepage.
Disturbance in the vicinity was mostly upslope associated with the power line easement 50 m to the south.
Approximately 5 m south of the site was an old metal fenceline. A minor walking track at the eastern end of the rock
platform indicated occasional visitation by bushwalkers / cyclists.
Table 3. 45-6-1617 engraving characteristics
Motif

L (mm)

W (mm)

Notes

Female

1400

370

Orientated north-south, feet at northern end. Very weathered, but right foot is most
visible. Feet are 1700 mm from edge of rock platform.
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Photos:

Plate 3. View north across rock platform with site 45-61617 (survey team in photo indicate location of engraving)

Plate 6. Location of engraving, site 45-6-1617

Plate 4. View west across 45-6-1617 (survey team in photo
indicate location of engraving)
Plate 7. Location of engraving, site 45-6-1617

Plate 5. View east across site 45-6-1617

Plate 8. Taking measurements of engraving, site 45-6-1617
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10.3 AHIMS Site # 45-6-1228
Name on Register:

‘Pitt Water Trig’ or ‘Tumbledown-Dick-Hill’

Other Name:

‘Whale Rock’

Coordinates:

GDA94 MGA Zone 56 337115E 6271049N

This site consisted of a cluster of engravings on a single rock surface on the northern side of Mona Vale Road originally
documented by Campbell (1899) and subsequently visited by McCarthy (1954) who documented additional engravings
across the platform.
The rock platform was located in a ridge crest context with wide district views to both the south and north. The site
was approximately 370 m east of the intersection of Kimbriki Road and Mona Vale Road. The southern part of the
platform had been cut away during construction of Mona Vale Road and now terminates with a sheer drop directly
onto the road surface. The total area of rock surface measured approximately 35 m north-south and 30 m east-west.
The engravings were located across the more undulating eastern half of the platform. The western half tended to be
mostly level with more vegetation coverage.
The ridge crest landform the site was located on ran east-west and formed a watershed between the McCarrs Creek
catchment that runs into Pittwater to the north and the Deep Creek catchment that runs into Narrabeen Lake to the
south. The headwaters of those drainage systems formed on either side of the ridge crest, with the nearest
st
watercourse being a 1 order tributary approximately 230 m to the south-west.
A few regrowth trees grow across the northern half of the rock surface, including Bloodwood, Smooth-barked Apple,
White Scribbly Gums, Casuarinas and Banksias grow around the margins of the rock platform.
Engraved motifs identified during the current study included:


a large whale or shark, aligned due north-south, with its head to the north and tail fin at southern end. One
dorsal fin, 2 lower fins and mouth open. The figure has been engraved on an undulating surface;



a male figure at the mouth of the whale/shark. His feet point to the north and his head is obscured,
appearing to go into the mouth of the whale/shark;



a male figure is <1m west of the whale/shark’s belly. There is a large protuberance on his left side, possibly a
dilly bag. His left arm is held up, and appears to hold a club. The figure is oriented with his head to the north;
and



a partially engraved small macropod, possibly a wallaby, is 3 metres west of whale or shark. Visible are the
head and front paw in side profile.

Table 4. 45-6-1228 engraving characteristics
Motif

L (m)

W (m)

Notes

Whale or Shark

13

4

One dorsal fin and two ventral fins. Prominent humps on its back. Male motif
appeared to be in its mouth.

Human Male

2.5

1.5

At mouth of whale / shark motif. Feet to the north. Prominent penis. Head was
missing, possibly because the motif was not complete or worn, or possibly to show
the male motif being attacked by the whale / shark.

Human Male

2.5

1.5

Arms out, left arm holding a club, protuberance (possible dilly bag) on left side.

Macropod

1.5

0.5

Profile view of ears, mouth and front paw. Motif not complete or worn.

The whale / shark’s tail was just above a small natural drainage depression that ran down to the west. Further west
were shallow pools with standing water.
Additional engravings were noted by McCarthy (1954) at the head of the whale / shark. Those additional engravings
could not be identified during the current study.
The margins of the rock outcrop were also inspected for other engravings or pigment art. The northern face of the
platform was a sheer 5 m drop down to the power line easement and unformed vehicle track. A small overhang was
identified at the base of the north-east corner of the platform and a small tube-like overhang was identified on its
eastern margin. The south east margin of the platform had fragmented along fracture planes.
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The rock platform was located between Mona Vale Road to the south and the power line easement and associated
unformed vehicle track to the north. A bicycle track delineated by branches and cleared moss / leaf litter had been laid
across the northern half of the rock platform.
The cluster of engravings were photographed in full daylight and re-photographed in heavily overcast and wet
weather. The engravings were also photographed after lining with white wool. A scale plan of the engravings was
made (Figure 5).
Photos:

Plate 9. View south across engravings

Plate 12. View south west showing base of whale/shark’s
tail in lower right of photo, a drainage depression in the
centre of photo and the top of a truck on Mona Vale Road

Plate 10. View south showing male motif, mouth of
whale/shark and circular depression

Plate 11. Partial Macropod
Plate 13.
engraving

Laying white wool in complete male motif
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Figure 5. Plan of site 45-6-1228 (May 2011)
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10.4 AHIMS Site # 45-6-0100
Name on Register:

‘Sugarloaf Hill / Foley’s Hill 1’

Coordinates:

GDA94 MGA Zone 56 337938E 6271409N

Site 45-6-0100 consisted of a single linear pecked and ground engraving interpreted by Campbell as depicting a snake
(1899: Plate VIII Fig. 7).
The coordinates from the AHIMS register placed the site at GDA94 MGA Zone 56 337938E 6271409N, approximately
60 m north of Mona Vale Road and 30 m north of the study area. The second possible location was derived from the
pre-1970 DMR plan of Mona Vale Road (see Section 4.3). That plan showed a dot 350 m east of the AHIMS location
and around 10 m north of Mona Vale Road, accompanied with an explanation of ‘Aboriginal Carvings “Snake”’. It was
possible that this may have been a different interpretation of the location of 45-6-0100, another engraving of a snake,
or a mistake. The third possible location for site 45-6-0100 derived from Campbell’s original description of the
engraving. The description stated:
‘Locality.- On Sugarloaf Hill…. about twenty feet north of the road fence, and two
chains above the top of the zigzag in the road. It is in Portion 83, Narrabeen Parish.
Description.- This is probably a snake, but a portion of the rock has blistered off the
lower end of the figure.’ (Campbell 1899:33).
The Narrabeen Parish Map from 1905, around six years after Campbell’s visit, showed two possible zig zags in Lane
Cove Road (the name for Mona Vale Road at that time) around the current intersection of Tumburra Road and Mona
Vale Road. By laying the parish map over the current topographic map, the top of the higher zig zag would have placed
the site approximately within the area immediately north east of the intersection of Tumburra Road – a third possible
location of the site.
Campbells description of the engraving as being twenty feet north of the road fence makes it unlikely that the
engraving would be located anywhere near the registered AHIMS location 60 m north of Mona Vale Road. The location
of the snake engraving on the DMR plan does not seem to match Campbell’s description either.
Several sandstone outcrops occurred immediately north east of the intersection of Tumburra Road and Mona Vale
Road, including one large outcrop that had been partially quarried. The location of the snake engraving on the DMR
plan was heavily disturbed and covered by fragmented sandstone rubble. The rubble may be resultant from the
construction of the current Mona Vale Road alignment.
Koettig (1981) investigated the same ‘snake engraving’ reference from the DMR plan. Koettig’s observations of the
location of a ‘snake engraving’ on the DMR plan were the same as the current study – that the area was highly
disturbed. Koettig concluded the location of the snake engraving shown on the DRM plan was incorrect (Koettig
1981:7).
No snake engraving was identified by the survey team within the current study area.
Photos:

Plate 14. Fragmented sandstone in the vicinity of the DMR
plan snake engraving location

Plate 15. Fragmented sandstone in the same area
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10.5 AHIMS Site # 45-6-0101
Name on Register:

‘Sugarloaf Hill / Foley’s Hill 2’

Other Name:

‘Cow and old man with hat’

Coordinates:

GDA94 MGA Zone 56 338920E 6271789N

The Aboriginal site shown on the DMR plan as occurring within the study area, an engraving of a ‘cow and old man
with hat’, believed to be AHIMS site 45-6-0101, could not be verified by the field survey.
The ridge crest location was inspected but no engraving was identified (see Section 10.5.7).
Based on the findings of the current survey, site 45-6-0101 ‘cow and old man with hat’ is not located within the study
area.
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10.6 Survey Coverage Data
The study area was divided into thirteen survey units, shown in Figure 4. A description of each survey unit is outlined
below. The description of each survey unit includes details of landform, vegetation, a brief description of the survey
unit, overall visibility and overall exposure.

10.5.1

Survey Unit 1

Landform: Ridge
Vegetation: Scrubby native regrowth including Bloodwood, Banksia, Hakea and Persoonia spp.
Description:
Survey Unit 1 incorporated old (bypassed) sections of Mona Vale Road (now called Booralie Road and Kanangra Road),
several private properties and overgrown spoil mounds/drainage works associated with construction and maintenance
of both bypassed and current versions of Mona Vale Road. Vegetation to the east of Kanangra Road becomes quite
thick. Transmission line easement runs east parallel to Mona Vale Road. No outcropping sandstone observed within
this survey unit.
The survey team carefully inspected the portion of the Ku-ring-gai Chase National Park which was within this survey
unit. No Aboriginal objects or sites were identified within the inspected area of the Ku-ring-gai Chase National Park.
No Aboriginal objects or sites were identified in this survey unit.
Overall Visibility: <1%
Overall Exposure: <1%
Photos:

Plate 16. View east along Booralie Road

Plate 17. View east beneath power line from the eastern
end of Kanagra Road
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Survey Unit 2

Landform: Ridge
Vegetation: Casuarina and Banksia scrub regrowth, Microtis angusii community bordering Mona Vale Road
Description:
Survey Unit 2 incorporated the gently sloping to steep terrain east of the Terrey Hills ridge crest landform, called
Tumbledown Dick Hill. Starting from the western end of the survey unit, the terrain dropped steeply to the north off
Mona Vale Road. Towards the centre of the survey unit was a large, 165 m long recently cleared area covered by short
scrubby regrowth. A gas pipeline had been installed through the clearing. The power lines from Survey Unit 1
continued east through Survey Unit 2.
A walking trail continues into the thicker vegetation east of the large clearing. The terrain at this point dropped sharply
down to the east and several small sandstone outcrops were observed through this section. Surface visibility across
the top of the sandstone outcrops was generally good, but limited in parts by leaf litter from surrounding Casuarina
and Banksia scrub regrowth. Due to the steep gradient drop, wide district views were available from some of the
outcropping sandstone. At the base of the steep slope was the head of a small gully covered with dense exotic
vegetation including Lantana.
The survey team carefully inspected the portion of the Ku-ring-gai Chase National Park which was within this survey
unit. No Aboriginal objects or sites were identified within the inspected area of the Ku-ring-gai Chase National Park.
No Aboriginal objects or sites were identified in this survey unit. AHIMS site 45-6-1617, an engraving, was relocated by
the survey team outside the study area and approximately 80 m north of Mona Vale Road (see Section 10.1 for more
information).
Overall Visibility: 3%<
Overall Exposure: 5%<
Photos:

Plate 18. View east from sandstone outcrop showing
district views

Plate 20. Outcropping sandstone on steep slope

Plate 19. Surface of sandstone outcrop covered by leaf
litter

Plate 21. Site of Microtis angusii community bordering
Mona Vale Road
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Survey Unit 3

Landform: Ridge
Vegetation: Scribbly Gums, Banksia, Smooth-barked Apple, Acacia shrubs, Bloodwoods
Description:
Survey unit along the ridge crest and upper slope. The power line and an associated unformed vehicle track run the
entire length of Survey Unit 3. Wirreanda Road formed the approximate northern boundary of the survey unit. Dense
scrub covered the area apart from an unformed vehicle track. In addition, sandstone boulders and larger outcrops
were sporadically located on the higher portion of the crest between the vehicle track and Mona Vale Road. Some of
the smaller sandstone boulders also had small overhang formations. The largest sandstone outcrop within Survey Unit
3 was the engraving site AHIMS site # 45-6-1228 (see Section 4.3 for more information). Surface visibility across
sandstone outcrops throughout the survey unit tended to be reduced by leaf litter. Exposure along the unformed
vehicle track was generally high due to a high degree of surface deflation.
The terrain through Survey Unit 3 was generally flat to generally sloping that dropped down to the north off the
unformed vehicle track. Vegetation through the wider sections was very thick to almost impenetrable in parts.
The survey team carefully inspected the portion of the Ku-ring-gai Chase National Park which was within this survey
unit. No Aboriginal objects or sites were identified within the inspected area of the Ku-ring-gai Chase National Park.
AHIMS site # 45-6-1228, ‘Whale Rock’ engraving is located in Survey Unit 3.
Overall Visibility: <5%
Overall Exposure: <5%
Photos:

Plate 22. View west showing unformed vehicle track and
power lines

Plate 23. Sandstone exposure covered by leaf litter
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Survey Unit 4

Landform: Ridge
Vegetation: Casuarina and Banksia scrub, Lantana
Description:
Survey Unit 4 was located between Tumburra Road and Addison Road. The terrain throughout Survey Unit 4 tended to
be very steep. The margins of Tumburra road were heavily vegetated and sloped steeply down to the north. Large
sandstone outcrops were observed throughout the area immediately east of the Tumburra Road and Mona Vale Road
intersection. The western portion of the outcrop had been quarried and large portions removed.
The unformed vehicle track from Survey Unit 3 continues beneath the power lines in the western 140 m of Survey Unit
4. The vehicle track terminated where the terrain became very steep, rocky and overgrown by Lantana. Sandstone
outcrops in the western portion of Survey Unit 4 were predominantly located along the steep drop between the
northern margin of Mona Vale Road and the unformed vehicle track. Surface visibility across the outcrops was limited
by leaf litter. The occasional small overhang formations were inspected.
The eastern 170 m of Survey Unit 4 flattens a little from the steep central section. High amounts of sandstone were
observed across the eastern portion of the survey unit, though predominantly it was fragmented and out of context,
possibly left over rubble from the construction of Mona Vale Road.
The pre-1970 DMR plan of Mona Vale Road indicated the presence of an engraving of a snake at this location. No
Aboriginal engravings were identified in Survey Unit 4.
Overall Visibility: <3%
Overall Exposure: <5%
Photos:

Plate 24. View east towards end of unformed vehicle track
and overgrown steep terrain

Plate 25. Fragmented sandstone rubble in eastern section
of Survey Unit 4
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Survey Unit 5

Landform: Ridge
Vegetation: Casuarina and Banksia scrub, Bloodwoods
Description:
Survey Unit 5 was located between Addison Road and the Baha’i Temple. Landform context included ridge slope in the
western half of the survey area and ridge crest, including the highest point in the immediate area, located in the
eastern half. The margins of Addison Road had been heavily modified by landscaping within private properties. The
existing road easement widens through Survey Unit 5 compared to the previous survey units. A bitumen
walking/cycling path runs through the survey unit and for the most part approximately formed the northern boundary
of the study area. Immediately north of the path was a fence demarcating the Baha’i Temple property. Dense
vegetation was predominantly confined to the narrow strip between Mona Vale Road and the path.
No archaeological sites were identified in this survey unit.
Overall Visibility: <1%
Overall Exposure: <1%
Photos:

Plate 26. View south west along bitumen path

Plate 28. View north from path through fence into
neighbouring Baha’i Temple property

Plate 27. View north east along bitumen path

Plate 29. View south west across Baha’i Temple car park
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Survey Unit 6

Landform: Ridge
Vegetation: Tall Radiata Pines, dense grass cover
Description:
Survey Unit 6 includes the section of the study area west of Mona Vale Road from the Baha’i Temple to the northern
end of the study area and the eastern side of Mona Vale Road from the northern end of the study area south to
Powderworks Road. Survey Unit 6 predominantly consisted of heavily modified / landscaped private properties.
Modifications included driveway and associated spoil mounds to the Baha’i Temple, tennis courts, driveway access,
excavation and built structures. No outcropping sandstone was observed through Survey Unit 6.
No archaeological sites were identified in this survey unit.
Overall Visibility: <1%
Overall Exposure: <1%
Photos:

Plate 30. View south along road access to Baha’i Temple,
showing associated grassed spoil mounds

Plate 31.
View north showing
modification and built structures

heavy

landscape
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Survey Unit 7

Landform: Ridge
Vegetation: Banksia, Hakea, Casuarina, Persoonia, Melaleuca and Scribbly Gums
Description:
Survey Unit 7 incorporated the section of study area within Garigal National Park south from Powderworks Road to a
location approximately opposite the Baha’i Temple. Terrain through the survey unit was generally flat to gently
sloping.
No archaeological sites were identified in this survey unit. The DMR pre-1970 road plan noted the presence of an
Aboriginal engraving of “Cow and Old Man with Hat” within Survey Unit 7, AHIMS site # 45-6-0101. The site was not
relocated and no outcropping sandstone was observed.
Overall Visibility: <1%
Overall Exposure: <1%
Photos:

Plate 32. Scrub in Survey Unit 7

Plate 34. Scrub in Survey Unit 7

Plate 33. Scrub in Survey Unit 7

Plate 35. Scrub in Survey Unit 7
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Survey Unit 8

Landform: Ridge
Vegetation: Angophora costata, Bloodwoods, Persoonia, Xanthorrhoea, Lomandra
Description:
Survey Unit 8 stretched west on the southern side of Mona Vale Road from the southern end of Survey Unit 7,
opposite the Baha’i Temple, to the beginning of a NPWS fire trail off Mona Vale Road, approximately 150 m west of
the intersection between Tumburra Road and Mona Vale Road. Survey Unit 8 constituted the widest part of the study
area, stretching up to 130 m south of Mona Vale Road. Outcropping sandstone was abundant throughout Survey Unit
8, with smaller, lower quality outcrops across the higher portions and larger, better quality outcrops across the
steeper and lower portions of the survey unit. The precipitous portions comprised a series of sandstone benches
forming a drop of up to 10 m and dotted with small overhang features. The survey team methodically transected
Survey Unit 8, covering first the higher portions of the survey unit, before working across the sandstone benches and
investigating flat surfaces and shelter formations. Surface visibility away from the sandstone outcrops was low due to
dense scrub and leaf litter.
No archaeological sites were identified in this survey unit.
Overall Visibility: <5%
Overall Exposure: <5%
Photos:

Plate 36. Higher portion of Survey Unit 8 showing
vegetation and leaf litter covering sandstone outcrops

Plate 38. View east showing shelter formation within
steeper section of Survey Unit 8

Plate 37. View north east showing sandstone benches

Plate 39. View south east across large sandstone outcrop in
lower, western portion of Survey Unit 8
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Survey Unit 9

Landform: Ridge
Vegetation: Casuarina, Banksia and Hakea scrub
Description:
Survey Unit 9 consisted of flat to gently sloping ridge crest landform context bordering the southern side of Mona Vale
Road with one portion of steep ridge slope across a gully head. The survey unit stretched west from the NPWS fire trail
access point at the western termination of Survey Unit 8 to another access track off Mona Vale Road located opposite
AHIMS site # 45-6-1228.
The eastern 140 m of the survey unit formed the headwaters of a gully. The terrain dropped steeply down to the south
off Mona Vale Road and the area was scattered with a number of small to large sized sandstone outcrops. Occasional
small shelter formations were observed and inspected. The remainder of the survey unit was generally flat to gently
sloping and covered by scrub. Occasional small, poor quality sandstone outcrops were dotted amongst the dense
scrub.
No archaeological sites were identified in this survey unit.
Overall Visibility: <1%
Overall Exposure: <1%
Photos:

Plate 40. View east showing sandstone outcrop covered by
leaf litter over a shelter formation

Plate 42. Long, narrow shelter formation

Plate 41. Small shelter formation

Plate 43. The western portion of Survey Unit 9 was
characterised by dense scrub and occasional sandstone
outcrops
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10.5.10 Survey Unit 10
Landform: Ridge
Vegetation: Casuarina, Banksia and Hakea scrub
Description:
Survey Unit 10 stretched along the southern side of Mona Vale Road west from the access track opposite AHIMS site #
45-6-1228 to the intersection of Kimbriki Road and Mona Vale Road. Terrain tended to be very steep across the upper
ridge slope with occasional sandstone outcrops, to gently sloping ridge crest towards Kimbriki Road. Vegetation was
moderately thick throughout this survey unit. The only identified surface visibility and exposure was the sandstone
outcrops. Visibility away from the outcrops was low.
No archaeological sites were identified in this survey unit.
Overall Visibility: <1%
Overall Exposure: <1%
Photos:

Plate 44. Steep slope covered by leaf litter

Plate 46. Survey team working through the vegetation

Plate 45. Sandstone outcrop partially covered by leaf litter

Plate 47. Scrub in Survey Unit 10
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10.5.11 Survey Unit 11
Landform: Ridge
Vegetation: Banksia, Melaleucas, Hakea spp.
Description:
Survey Unit 11 stretched west along the southern side of Mona Vale Road from Kimbriki Road to the western
termination of the study area. The survey unit traversed varying terrain types, including gently sloping ridge slope,
steep to precipitous ridge slope and flat ridge crest. The survey unit was generally around 30 m wide, extending close
to 50 m wide in parts.
Between Kimbriki Road and Tumbledown Dick Hill, vegetation consisted of thick regrowth scrub, with occasional
sandstone outcrops. Two large sandstone outcrops bordering Kimbriki Road were inspected, but the surface was
generally too poor for engravings. One large shelter with historical engravings of initials was identified at the break of
slope beneath the ridge crest. The shelter was quite damp with shallow to no deposit and no sign of Aboriginal
archaeological deposit, art or engravings.
The ridge crest was generally flat with the exception of a wide, gently sloping creek headwater. Vegetation across the
ridge crest was thick to very thick regrowth scrub. No sandstone outcrops were observed across this section. The only
surface visibility was limited to an unformed vehicle access track to a mobile phone repeater station. Visibility across
the vehicle track was limited by laterite gravels and blue metal.
No archaeological sites were identified in this survey unit.
Overall Visibility: <1%
Overall Exposure: <5%
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Photos (Survey Unit 11):

Plate 48. View south west across Kimbriki Road towards
large sandstone outcrop

Plate 51. Repeater tower access track

Plate 49. View south down Kimbriki Road with Garigal
National Park in the background

Plate 52. Shallow shelter formation

Plate 50. Dense scrub

Plate 53. View south east from the western termination of
the study area over Kimbriki tip and Garigal National Park
in the background
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10.5.12 Survey Unit 12
Landform: Gully
Vegetation: Scribbly Gums, Banksia, Smooth-barked Apple, Acacia shrubs, Bloodwoods
Description:
Survey Unit 12 encompassed an area north of Mona Vale Road that was bound by Wirreanda Road to the north and
Survey Unit 3 to the east and south. The survey unit traversed varying terrain types including gently, steep and
precipitous gully slopes. Visibility was low with dense scrub covering the majority of the survey unit apart from areas
of sandstone outcropping and vehicle tracks. Surface visibility across sandstone outcrops throughout the survey unit
tended to be reduced by leaf litter. Exposure along the unformed vehicle track was generally high due to a high degree
of surface deflation.
The pre-1970 DMR plan of Mona Vale Road indicated the presence of an engraving site within this survey unit. No
Aboriginal engravings were identified at this location or within Survey Unit 12.
AHIMS site # 45-6-0100 was registered as being within Survey Unit 12. No Aboriginal archaeological sites were
identified at this location or within Survey Unit 12.
Overall Visibility: <5%
Overall Exposure: <5%
10.5.13 Survey Unit 13
Landform: Gully
Vegetation: Casuarina and Banksia scrub, Lantana
Description:
Survey Unit 13 comprised an area on the north of Mona Vale Road that was bound by residential properties to the
north and Survey Unit 4 to the east, south and west. The survey unit traversed a gully and the adjacent steep slopes.
Visibility was low with lantana covering the majority of the survey unit apart from areas of sandstone outcropping.
Large sandstone outcrops were observed throughout the area; however, the western portion of the outcrop had been
quarried and large portions removed. Surface visibility across the outcrops was limited by leaf litter. The occasional
small overhang formations were inspected.
Previously unrecorded site MVRW 1 was identified within Survey Unit 13.
Overall Visibility: <3%
Overall Exposure: <5%
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11 Analysis of Survey Coverage
Overall surface visibility and exposure across the entire study area was low. However, the low visibility did not
significantly impede the assessment of Aboriginal archaeology as the prime areas of archaeological potential could be
fully assessed (i.e. sandstone platforms, overhangs, shelters, exposed tracks on ridge crest).
Details of survey coverage are outlined in Table 6 and details of landform coverage are outlined in Table 7.
Table 5. Survey Coverage
Survey Unit

Landform

Survey Unit Area
(m2)

Visibility (%)

Exposure (%)

Effective
Coverage (m2)

Effective
Coverage (%)

1

Ridge

24,601

1

1

2.46

0.01

2

Ridge

19,891

3

5

29.83

0.15

3

Ridge

66,665

5

5

333.32

0.50

4

Ridge

16,517

3

5

24.77

0.15

5

Ridge

20,391

1

1

2.03

0.01

6

Ridge

34,283

1

1

3.42

0.01

7

Ridge

21,806

1

1

2.18

0.01

8

Ridge

56,286

5

5

140.71

0.25

9

Ridge

32,917

1

1

3.29

0.01

10

Ridge

15,682

1

1

1.56

0.01

11

Ridge

55,308

1

5

27.65

0.05

12

Gully

71,386

5

5

178.47

0.25

13

Gully

14,276

3

5

21.414

0.15

Table 6. Landform Coverage
Landform

Landform Area (m2)

Area Effectively
Surveyed (m2)

% of Landform
Effectively Surveyed

# of Artefacts or
Features

Ridge

364,347

571.22

0.2

1 Site

Gully

85,662

199.884

0.2

1 Site
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12 Analysis and Discussion
The archaeological survey identified a previously unrecorded Aboriginal site (MVRW 1) and relocated one registered
Aboriginal site (AHIMS site 45-6-1228) within the study area (Figure 6).
The survey also verified the location of AHIMS site 45-6-1617 as being outside of the study area (Figure 6).
Sites 45-6-0100 and 45-6-0101 were not found to be located within the study area.

12.1 Aboriginal Settlement History of the Study Area
The principal remaining evidence of Aboriginal activity within the study area is engravings. The cluster of engravings at
‘Whale Rock’ (45-6-1228) was located in a prominent location over the surrounding area with views to the north and
south. The engravings were also located roughly equidistant on the main ridge line between the higher elevation to
the west at Terrey Hills and to the east at the Baha’i Temple. The positioning of the engravings at that location may
demonstrate the significance of that ridge line to the original Aboriginal inhabitants of the area.
The motifs depicted at ‘Whale Rock’ also demonstrate the connection between the Aboriginal inhabitants of the area
and the surrounding region. One of the engravings depicted a large whale or shark, while another depicted part of a
macropod. Estuarine and ocean resources are a significant feature of the region, with Narrabeen Lake to the south,
Pittwater to the north and the Pacific Ocean to the east of the study area. Land resources such as macropods would
have been, and still are, common in the surrounding area.
It is possible that any number of the natural shelter formations identified within the study area may have been utilised
by Aboriginal people but no material evidence of that use remains today. The lack of material evidence remaining may
be due to the nature of activity, such as using the overhang as a short-term shelter for resting only. The other factor to
consider was the south-facing perspective of the majority of those shelters and their exposure to the prevailing southwesterly weather conditions within the Sydney Basin. Those weather conditions would possibly weather shelter walls
comparatively faster than more protected overhangs, thus removing pigment art.
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Figure 6. Aboriginal site within and in immediate proximity to the study area
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13 Scientific Values and Significance Assessment
13.1 Significance assessment criteria
One of the primary steps in the process of cultural heritage management is the assessment of significance. Not all
sites are equally significant and not all are worthy of equal consideration and management (Sullivan and Bowdler
1984, Pearson and Sullivan 1995:7). The determination of significance can be a difficult process as the social and
scientific context within which these decisions are made is subject to change (Sullivan and Bowdler 1984). This does
not lessen the value of the heritage approach, but enriches both the process and the long-term outcomes for future
generations as the nature of what is conserved and why, also changes over time.
The assessment of significance is a key step in the process of impact assessment for a proposed activity as the
significance or value of an object, site or place will be reflected in resultant recommendations for conservation,
management or mitigation. The Code of Practice for Archaeological Investigation of Aboriginal Objects in New South
Wales (DECCW 2010) requires significance assessment according to criteria established in the Australia ICOMOS Burra
Charter, 1999 (Australia ICOMOS 1999). The Burra Charter and its accompanying guidelines are considered best
practice standard for cultural heritage management, specifically conservation, in Australia.
Guidelines to the Burra Charter set out four criteria for the assessment of cultural significance:

Aesthetic value - relates to the sense of the beauty of a place, object, site or item;

Historic value - relates to the association of a place, object, site or item with historical events, people,
activities or periods;

Scientific value - scientific (or research) value relates to the importance of the data available for a place,
object, site or item, based on its rarity, quality or representativeness, as well as on the degree to which the
place (object, site or item) may contribute further substantial information; and

Social value - relates to the qualities for which a place, object, site or item has become a focus of spiritual,
political, national or other cultural sentiment to a group of people. In accordance with the OEH Guide to
investigating, assessing and reporting on Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW, the social or cultural value of a
place (object, site or item) may be related to spiritual, traditional, historical or contemporary associations.
“Social or cultural value can only be identified though consultation with Aboriginal people” (OEH 2011:8).
The assessment of these values are brought together to form a comprehensive assessment of significance. For the
assessment of Aboriginal heritage, the assessment of cultural values and archaeological values are paramount. This
assessment of social significance concerns the value/s of a feature or site to a particular community group, in this case
the local Aboriginal community. Aspects of social significance are relevant to sites, objects and landscapes that are
important or have become important to the local Aboriginal community. This importance involves both traditional
links with specific areas as well as an overall concern by Aboriginal people for sites generally and their continued
protection. Aboriginal cultural significance may include social, spiritual, historic and archaeological values. Aboriginal
cultural significance is determined by the local Aboriginal community.
For archaeologists, scientific significance refers to the potential of a site to contribute to current research questions.
Alternately, a site may be an in situ repository of demonstrably important information, for example rare artefacts of
unusually high antiquity. Scientific significance is assessed using criteria to evaluate the contents of a site, state of
preservation, integrity of deposits, representativeness of the site type, uniqueness and potential to answer research
questions on past human behaviour (NPWS 1997). Guidelines recommended criteria for assessing archaeological
significance include:

Archaeological Research Potential – significance may be based on the potential of a site or landscape to
explain past human behaviour and can incorporate the intactness, stratigraphic integrity or state of
preservation of a site, the association of the site to other sites in the region, or a datable chronology;

Representativeness – all sites are representative of those in their class (site type/subtype) however; the issue
here relates to whether particular sites should be conserved to ensure a representative sample of the
archaeological record is retained. Representativeness is based on an understanding of the regional
archaeological context in terms of site variability in and around the study area, the resources already
conserved and the relationship of sites across the landscape; and

Rarity – which defines how distinctive a site may be, based on an understanding of what is unique in the
archaeological record and consideration of key archaeological research questions (i.e. some sites are
considered more important due to their ability to provide certain information). It may be assessed at local,
regional, state and national levels.
High significance is usually attributed to sites which are so rare or unique that the loss of the site would affect our
ability to understand an aspect of past Aboriginal use/occupation of an area. In some cases a site may be considered
highly significant because it is now rare due to destruction of the archaeological record through development.
Moderate significance is attributed to sites which provide information on an established research question. Low
significance is attributed to sites which cannot contribute new information about past Aboriginal use/occupation of an
area. This may be due to site disturbance or the nature of the site’s contents.
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13.2 Statement of Significance
Site 45-6-1228, ‘Whale Rock’, consisted of a cluster of engravings on a large sandstone outcrop on a ridge crest. The
southern portion of the outcrop had been removed for the construction of Mona Vale Road and the northern side of
the platform is bounded by an unformed vehicle track beneath power lines. The prominent location of the engravings,
size of the main engraving and relatively good condition of the engravings demonstrate that Whale Rock exhibits high
scientific significance.
Site MVRW 1 comprised an oval engraving situated on a sandstone bench. Rock engravings are the most common site
type found in the study area and immediate vicinity; however, MVRW 1 is in good condition and the isolation of the
motif is relatively uncommon in the local and regional area. Overall, MVRW 1 displays high scientific significance.
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14 Impact Assessment
Two Aboriginal archaeological sites (MVRW 1 and 45-6-1228) are located within the study area for the proposed Mona
Vale Road upgrade. RMS has advised that the concept design has taken these sites into consideration and all proposed
roadworks will avoid the identified archaeological sites (see Figure 6).
If impact to identified archaeological sites cannot be avoided, an Aboriginal Heritage Impact Permit (AHIP) under
Section 90 of the National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974 would be required prior to impacting Aboriginal archaeological
sites.

15 Management and Recommendations
Two Aboriginal archaeological sites are located within the study area for the proposed Mona Vale Road upgrade.
The concept design has taken these sites into consideration (Figure 6) and RMS advised that the proposed works will
avoid impacting the significant archaeological sites.
It is recommended that future detailed design ensure identified Aboriginal archaeological sites be conserved and not
impacted by the road construction.
Whale Rock exhibits tangible significance as it is an important and dramatic symbol of Sydney’s Aboriginal past. Large
engravings evoke a special emotional attachment as they are attention-grabbing and generally placed in awe-inspiring
locations. Engraving sites have cultural, social and educational importance as they offer a visual bridge between
current and past peoples. Moreover, Whale Rock is not an isolated engraving; it is part of large cultural complex
connecting engraving sites in Garigal and Ku-ring-gai National Parks. As with most cultural sites, the connections
between sites, the nexus, the bond, contains a greater significance than any one site in isolation. In Aboriginal culture
the landscape en masse is greater than the sum of the parts. Whale Rock is significant in itself, but its ties to the
greater rock art landscape enhance its palpable cultural value. MVRW 1 is also tied to this wider cultural landscape and
provides further physical links to Aboriginal heritage and land use within the study area.
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MLALC Report
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AHIMS Extensive Search
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